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Abstract:  
In this article, we introduce a new concept of Neutrosophic continuous functions called totally N    
continuous functions and study their properties in Neutrosophic topological spaces.  
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I. Introduction  

 
 Smarandache [4] introduced the idea of Neutrosophic set, and in 2014 Salama et.al. [12] initiated 
further studies into Neutrosophic closed sets and Neutrosophic continuous functions. Recently Pious Missier 

et.al.[7],[8], introduced the concept of      closed sets, continuous and irresolute mappings, in Neutrosophic 
Topological Spaces. In this paper, we introduce a new type of  continuity in the consept of Neutrosophic 

topology called totally      continuous functions and investigate their properties with necessary examples. 

 

II. Preliminaries 
 

Definition 2.1 [4] A Neutrosophic set        is an object having the form 

          
       

       
                    

       
    and    

    represent the degree of 

membership, degree of indeterminacy and the degree of non- membership respectively of each element     to 

the set   . A Neutrosophic set           
       

       
          can be identified as an ordered 

triple     
       

       
     in         on     

Definition 2.2 [12] For any two Neutrosophic sets           
       

       
          and    

       
       

       
          we have   

          
       

       
       

    and    
       

     
 

             
       

       
       

    and    
       

     

 

             
       

       
       

    and    
       

     
 

Definition 2.3 [12] Let        
       

       
     be a    on    then the complement   

  defined as 
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Note that for any two Neutrosophic sets    and   ,   

            
    

   

            
    

    

Definition 2.4 [12] A Neutrosophic topology      on a non-empty set   is a family   of Neutrosophic subsets 

in   satisfies the following axioms: 

1.          

2.    
    

   for any    
    

    

3.     
              

        

 Here the empty set    and the whole set    may be defined as follows:   

1.                    
2.                     

Definition 2.5 [12] Let    be a    in        Then   

1.                              in    and       is called a Neutrosophic interior of      
2.               is a     in    and       is called Neutrosophic closure of      

Definition 2.6 [5] A Neutrosophic set    of a           is called a neutrosophic       if          
    whenever       and    is a     in    The complement of       is         

Definition 2.7 [7] A Neutrosophic set    of a           is called a Neutrosophic    closed         if 
           whenever       and    is       in    The complement of       is          

Definition 2.8 [11] Let    be a    in        Then   

1.                  is a       in   and       is called a Neutrosophic     interior of      
2.                 is a       in   and       is called Neutrosophic     closure of      

Definition 2.9 [8] A function                is said to be      continuous function if   
       is a 

     closed set of       for every neutrosophic closed set    of         

Definition 2.10 [8] A function                is said to be Neutrosophic     irresolute function if 

  
       is a       of       for every           of         

Definition 2.11 [11] A Neutrosophic Topological space       is called a       space if every       in 

      is     in         

Definition 2.14 [9] A function                is said to be      contra continuous if   
       is a 

     closed set of       for every neutrosophic open set           

Definition 2.15 [9] A function                is said to be    contra continuous if   
       is a    

closed set of       for every neutrosophic open set           

Definition 2.16 [10] A function                is said to be perfectly      continuous if the inverse 

image of every      closed set in      is Neutrosophic clopen set in        

 

III. Totally      Continuous Functions 

 

In this section, we introduce totally      continuous functions and discuss some of their interesting 

properties. 

 
Definition 3.1 A function                is said to be totally      continuous if the inverse image of 

every Neutrosophic closed set in       is both       and       (ie,      clopen set) in         
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Example 3.2 Let           Consider the Neutrosophic sets  

   
                                         

   
                                         

Now Then          
    

     and          
     are     on   and   respectively. 

Define                by         and          Here                  
    

      Now 

   
 is     in   and   

      
  is      clopen set in        Therefore,    is totally      continuous.  

Theorem 3.3 Every perfectly      continuous function is totally      continuous function but not 

conversely.  

Proof. Let                 be any neutrosophic function. Let    be a     in        Then    is 

      in        Since    is a perfectly      continuous function,    
       is both     and     in 

       Which implies    
       is both       and       in        Hence,     is totally      continuous 

function. 

Example 3.4 Let           Consider the Neutrosophic sets  

   
                                         

    
                                         

    
                                         

    
                                            

Now Then          
    

     and          
     are     on   and   respectively. 

Define                by         and          Here                  
    

     

                        
    

      Now    
 is     in   and   

      
  is      clopen 

set in        Therefore,    is totally      continuous. But    
 is       in   and   

      
  is not    

clopen set in        Therefore,    is not perfectly      continuous.  

Theorem 3.5 Every totally      continuous function is      continuous function. 

Proof. Let                 be any neutrosophic function. Let    be a     in        Since    is a totally 

     continuous function,    
       is both       and       in        Which implies    

       is 

      and in        Therefore,     is      continuous function 

Example 3.6 Let           Consider the Neutrosophic sets  

   
                                         

   
                                         

   
                                         

   
                                           

          Now Then          
    

     and          
     are     on   and   respectively. Define 

               by         and          Here 

                                  
    

      Now    
 is     in   and   

      
  is 

      in        Therefore,    is      continuous. But    
 is     in   and   

      
  is not      

clopen set in        Therefore,    is not totally      continuous. 

Theorem 3.7 Let                 be totally      continuous function and       be       spaces. 

Then     is      irresolute function.  

Proof. Let    be any       in        Since       is       space,    is     in        Since     

is totally      continuous,    
       is both       and       in          

       is       in        

Therefore,     is      irresolute.   
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Remark 3.8 Composition of two totally      continuous functions need not be a totally      continuous. 

Example 3.9 Let              Consider the Neutrosophic sets 

   
                                         

    
                                         

   
                                      ,  

    
                                        

       Now              
    

                  
    

           are Neutrosophic 

topological spaces. Then          
    

              
    

     and          
     are 

Neutrosophic topologies on     and   respectively. Define a function                by         and 

        and define a function                by         and          Then    and    are 

     contra continuos functions. Now define a function                   by            and 

            Here    
 is a     in        But              

  is not a        in        Hence 

        is not totally      continuous function.  

Theorem 3.10 Let                be a      irresolute function. Let                be a totally 

     continuous function. Then                     is totally      continuous function.  

Proof. Let    be a     in        Since    is totally      continuous,   
       is       and 

      in        Since    is      irresolute,   
     

        is       and       in        Hence 

          is totally      continuous function.   

Theorem 3.11 Let                be a totally      continuous function. Let                be a 

   continuous function. Then                     is totally      continuous function.  

Proof. Let    be a     in        By hypothesis,   
       is a     in        Since    is totally 

     continuous,   
     

        is a       and       in        Hence           is totally      

continuous function.  

Theorem 3.12 Let                and                be totally      continuous function and 

      be       spaces. Then    
                 is totally      continuous function.  

Proof. Let    be any     in        Since    
 is totally      continuous,    

       is both 

      and       in        Since       is       spaces,    
       is     in        Since     is totally 

     continuous,    
      

                      is both       and       in        Therefore, 

      is totally      continuous function.  

IV. Conclusion 

In this article we introduced a new class of continuous function in Neutrosophic Topological space called totally 

Ng# − continuous functions. Moreover, characterizations of totally Ng# − continuous functions  are analyzed and  

studied their properties.  
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